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Introduction
The part I chose to reverse design was a casing to hold pencil shavings. It came
from a Westcott electric sharpener. The overall form of the sharpener is very organic
with many curved lines. The casing fits right into the overall form of the sharpener, keeping curvature continuity with the main body.
After learning multibody parts and assemblies in lecture 9, it is clear that the
designer likely used the multibody part modelling approach. The overall form of the
product would have been created then split off the shavings case and battery cover into
seperate part files. This would explain the perfect curvature continuity and clean split
lines between the parts.

The part I chose to reverse design was a casing to hold pencil shavings. It came
from a Westcott electric sharpener. The overall form of the sharpener is very organic
with many curved lines. The casing fits right into the overall form of the sharpener, keeping curvature continuity with the main body.

The overall design of the part features a smokey clear plastic. It was injection
molded with the flashing lining up with the parting line to avoid imperfections on the
curved surface. It has 3d curvature as seen from the side and top view. The part attaches to the main body with two snap fits and three guide pins to keep its position. There
are slight indents on the side to indicate a squeezing action to remove the casing.
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Methodology
		
The first step toward constructing the part was to take clean accurate
photos. For the I used a professional DSLR and an 85mm lens to reduce the effects of
perspective and get as close to an orthographic look as possible. Because the curves
would be difficult and innacurate to measure, these photos were the primary way of creating the curves which eventually lined up very well to the sharpener’s main body.
Next I created line drawings in Illustrator to make these photos easier to read.
Finally I used a digital Vernier caliper to record as many measurments as possible.

The solidworks file was exported as an STL file and the 3D printed part was
orientated vertically. This allowed no support material needed for the surfacing. The only
support material was created for the snap fits.

The 3D print turned out very well, the base and surfacing were very smooth,
however it struggled creating the guide pins and snap fits. The part fits the sharpener
nearly perfectly. The only downside is that the snap fits do not grip as well as the real
casing. This could be because I had to increase the wall thickness to accommodate the
minimum thickness of the printer. Furthermore, the minumum radius for fillets is much
smaller with the injection molded part than the 3D printer can do. This made the snap
fits slide back out more easily.
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Part Design
Sketch Picture
Insert orthographic photos to the corresponding planes. Overlapping photos
and resizing to dimensions

Sketch Spline
Sketch splines according to front and
side views according to measurements

Projected Curve
Use the projected curve feature to
create a 3D spline representing the
parting line of the product

Sketch Spline
Sketch a spline to be used as a guide
curve
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Surface Loft
Use a surface loft using 3 sketches
at different heights. Use the projected
curve and outer spline as guide curves

Surface Extrude + Fill
Surface extrude the guide curves to
create a perimeter of surfaces, use
surface fill to enclose the top, hide
surface extrudes

Mirror
Mirror the surface loft and surface fill
using the right plane

Split Line
Sketch a spline on the right plane and
use split line to seperate a new surface
from the main body
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Delete Face
Use the delete face feature to remove
the new surface

3D Sketch + Surface Extrude
Make a 3D sketch that is slightly
curved inward, extrude this surface to
use as a tool

Surface Fill
Use the surface fill feature to enclose
the form, then hide the extruded surface tool

Surface Fill + Knit
Use surface fill to close off the front
and bottom sides then knit the surfaces into a solid body
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Shell
Shell the solid using the front face

Loft + Mirror
Use the loft feature to create a guide
pin, then mirror it to the other side

Loft + Extrude + Extrude Cut
Create the top guide pin with a loft,
then create the snap fits with an extruded boss and extruded cut

Fillet + Export
Fillet all edges for ease of 3D printing,
export as an STL file
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Findings
This exercise helped me learn much more about solidworks than needed just
to complete this model. Throughout the build I familiarized myself with all the layout of
tools, learnt keyboard shortcuts, and improved general workflow efficiency. Although my
part could have been made using any of the surface modelling approaches, given the
nature of designing to specifications and the availability of underlay images, I chose the
from curves method. Unfortunately I had to restart multiple times, however each attempt
it took significantly less time to get to the same point. In the end, the final model was
created in no more than a couple hours. This shows the potential to create any models
very quickly if enough practice is put in.
The main features I learnt included creating
projected curves with 2 splines, converting entities
and the lofted and filled surface tools.
The biggest struggle I had was using the
filled surface feature to close off corners of my
surface. After restarting multiple times I reviewed
the class slides and remembered the tip to surface
extrude the guide curves to create bounding surfaces to enclose, then hide the extrusions.
After starting out making it as a whole, I
restarted and only made half then mirrored the
features, this was key in ensuring perfect symmetry and saved time in the long run

Projected Curve

Surface Extrude

In the end my measurments ended up being correct and the part fit
well. I did have to make a decision to primarily trust the reference photos
or the measurments. I used the measurments easily taken by the caliper.
For the complex curves, I felt the photos were actually more accurate than
trying to get a measurment. This was also beneficial by not overthinking
the numbers and using fewer points to create smooth continuous splines.
This is shown by the guide curve spline to the right which uses only one
point. If I did this project again I would experiment with adding my own
support pieces in solidworks to see if it gives a cleaner result than the
ones automatically added by the printer.
All in all, this project was very useful to learn many of the surfacing
features in solidworks. Although it was frustrating at points, I feel much
more confident using solidworks for future projects.
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